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Abstra t

We investigate the stru ture of dynami al orrelations on re onstru ted attra tors whi h were obtained by time-delay embedding of
periodi , quasi-periodi and haoti time series. Within the spe i
sampling of the invariant density by a nite number of ve tors whi h
results from embedding, we identify two separate levels of sampling,
orresponding to two di erent types of dynami al orrelations, ea h of
whi h produ es hara teristi artifa ts in orrelation dimension estimation: the well-known traje tory bias and a hara teristi os illation due
to periodi sampling. For the se ond artifa t we propose random sampling as a new orre tion method whi h is shown to provide improved
sampling and to redu e dynami al orrelations more eÆ iently than it
has been possible by the standard Theiler orre tion. For a urate numeri al analysis of orrelation dimension in a bootstrap framework both
orre tions should be ombined. For tori and the Lorenz attra tor we
also show how to onstru t time-delay embeddings whi h are ompletely
free of any dynami al orrelations.
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1 Introdu tion
Deterministi dynami al systems an be lassi ed a ording to the qualitative
properties displayed by the dynami s of the systems, after initial transients
have died out. These properties may be des ribed by the on ept of attra tors, i.e. geometri al obje ts in an appropriately hosen state spa e, and by
probability densities, on entrated on these attra tors, whi h are generally
known as invariant densities. Four basi lasses of attra tors an be dis riminated: Point attra tors, limit y les, N -tori and haoti attra tors. Whereas
the rst three lasses may also be identi ed and hara terised by traditional
linear quantities su h as the power spe trum, for the ase of haoti attra tors
it is ne essary to employ nonlinear tools dire tly referring to the state spa e
of the system. Some well-known examples of su h tools that due to their invarian e with respe t to embedding are frequently used, are fra tal dimensions
(su h as orrelation dimension), Lyapunov exponents and entropies [Kantz &
S hreiber, 1997℄.
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In many ases, espe ially in the ase of haoti attra tors, no analyti al
des ription of the invariant density is available, su h that the analysis of the
underlying dynami s has to be based on sampling spe i realisations of the
dynami s, i.e. on a nite amount of numeri al data whi h usually is available in
the form of time series x1 ; : : : ; xn where xi represents the state of the system at
time i, and n denotes the nite length of the time series; xi may be univariate
or multivariate. While being true also for many systems whi h are a essible
to simulation, this is the standard situation for systems whi h are investigated
through experiments or observations.
From su h time series traje tories in a state spa e an be onstru ted,
either dire tly or by appli ation of an embedding te hnique, su h as timedelay embedding [Takens, 1981℄. We therefore have the situation of a twofold
sampling: the invariant density is sampled by traje tories and the traje tories
themselves are further sampled by isolated ve tors, whi h are the result of the
inability to store more than a nite amount of numeri al information in digital
hardware.
It is obvious that in most ases this approa h to sampling a probability
density will not be optimal. The most severe problem results from the fa t that
the re onstru ted ve tors on the traje tories will typi ally display dynami al
orrelations, when e the set of these ve tors does not onstitute an independent
sample from the underlying density. Su h orrelations are known in parti ular
to disturb the estimation of fra tal dimensions, su h as orrelation dimension
[Theiler, 1986℄. The on ept of orrelation dimension was originally introdu ed
in order to quantify purely spatial orrelations, as opposed to dynami al (i.e.
temporal) orrelations.
It is the purpose of this paper to ontribute to the investigation of these
dynami al orrelations by applying orrelation dimension estimation to simulated time series, and to de ompose these orrelations into two onstituents
whi h orrespond to the two levels of sampling mentioned above. For this purpose we will start by applying orrelation dimension estimation to limit y les
and N -tori. As a side result this will lead us to a better understanding of the
somewhat disturbing fa t that orrelation dimension estimation does not work
well for N -tori [Jedynak et al., 1994℄.

2 Correlation Dimension Estimation
We shall now very brie y review the estimation of orrelation dimension a ording to the widely used Grassberger-Pro a ia algorithm [Grassberger &
Pro a ia, 1983℄ (GPA).
We start from a given set of n ve tors in a d-dimensional state spa e
x(its ) =: xi ; i = 1; : : : ; n :

(1)

These ve tors may either dire tly des ribe the state of a system, or they may
result from a time-delay embedding of a univariate time series xi , as given by
xi = (xi ; xi  ; xi 2 ; : : : ; xi (d
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where  and d denote the time delay and the embedding dimension, respe tively. From these ve tors the orrelation sum is formed:
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where H (x) = 1 for positive x and H (x) = 0 otherwise. k:k denotes maximum
norm, though other norms ould also be employed. C (r) estimates the probability of nding two ve tors in the set whi h are separated by a distan e not
larger than a radius r.
For suÆ iently small r the orrelation sum is expe ted to display a s aling

C (r) = a rd ; a onst.;

(4)

when e the orrelation dimension d an be obtained by

 log C (r)
:
d = rlim
d
(r) = lim
!0
r!0  log r

(5)

The derivative is arried out numeri ally and yields a "s ale-dependent dimension" d (r). The details of our implementation are the same as in [Galka et
al., 1998℄. In the usual ase of only a nite amount of nite-pre ision data
being available the limit annot be formed, therefore estimates of dimension
inevitably will have to re e t s aling behaviour at nite length s ales.
One then tries to dete t a s aling region, i. e. a radius interval of suÆ ient
length at small r where d (r) remains approximately onstant, and uses this
value as an estimate of d . However, in this paper we will prefer to present the
omplete urve d (r) as the result of the dimension estimation.
Although this algorithm seems to be straightforward at rst sight, it is
nevertheless sus eptible to various artifa ts and systemati errors; reviews of
known problems are given in [Theiler, 1990a℄ and [Galka, 2000℄. Statisti al errors have been investigated by [Theiler, 1990b℄ and [Frank et al., 1996℄. Clearly
the main sour e of systemati error results from impossibility to perform the
limit r ! 0, but we shall assume that the data sets we analyse are large enough
to make suÆ iently small s ales a essible.
Soon after the introdu tion of the GPA it was observed that serious artifa ts
may result from dynami al orrelations on re onstru ted attra tors [Theiler,
1986℄; by the term 'dynami al orrelation' we refer to orrelations within the
set of re onstru ted ve tors, whi h result both from using a onstant sampling
frequen y (i.e. periodi sampling) and from the alignment of re onstru ted
ve tors on traje tories. Whereas for spe i time series sampled from periodi
and quasiperiodi dynami s su h orrelations will persist over arbitrarily long
time spans, they an be expe ted to de ay for time series from haoti dynami s, as well as from sto hasti dynami s. As a tool to dete t and quantify su h
orrelations spa e-time-separation plots have been proposed [Provenzale et al.,
1992℄; when applied to time series from haoti dynami s they tend to reveal
sizable orrelations over surprisingly long time spans [Smith, 1997℄.
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3 Limit Cy les
Assume that we are observing the behaviour of a given dynami al system by
periodi ally sampling its state x(t), i.e. only those values of x(t) are stored for
whi h t is an integer multiple of a xed sampling time ts , as indi ated in Eq.
(1). Obviously by periodi sampling a spurious frequen y 1=ts, the sampling
frequen y, is introdu ed into the time series, whi h usually does not orrespond
to any inherent properties of the dynami al system.
For the ase of limit y les we an model this situation by forming a set of
n = 10; 000 two-dimensional ve tors whi h sample a ir le:



xi = sin

2i

n

; os

2i



n

; i = 0; : : : ; (n 1) :

(6)

We ould regard this ir le as the state spa e representation of a harmoni
os illator; then this hoi e of ve tors orresponds to periodi sampling.
The orre t dimension of this obje t is obviously d = 1; if we apply orrelation dimension estimation, as des ribed in Se . 2, to this set of ve tors, we
obtain the result shown in Fig. 1 (solid line). At large radius we see a peak
(known as overfolding peak) whi h an easily be explained [Theiler, 1988a℄ and
does not matter for our dis ussion sin e orrelation dimension is de ned for
the limit of small radius; but at small radius we see after a reasonable s aling region at the orre t dimension another rise of the estimate, followed by
an os illation of rapidly in reasing amplitude and nally even a divergen e of
the radius-dependent estimate. Os illations of d (r) also o ur for many fra tals displaying la unarity [Theiler, 1988b℄; but those os illations usually have
onstant amplitude in ontrast to the in reasing amplitude of Fig. 1.
There is a simple way to explain the o urren e of these os illations and
spuriously high estimates for periodi sampling: Sin e the traje tory lo ally
will look like a straight line, all sampled ve tors will have approximately the
same distan e to their rst temporal neighbours (both forward and ba kward in
time), approximately twi e that distan e to their se ond temporal neighbours,
et . But then in the set of all distan es between pairs of ve tors these values
o ur mu h more often than intermediate values. Upon rea hing su h a value
of the radius the orrelation sum in reases rapidly, when e its slope an be ome
very large within a short interval. The e e t would be even more pronoun ed,
if Eu lidean norm had been used.
It is possible to remove su h artifa ts by a simple modi ation of the sampling pro edure: we repla e periodi sampling by random sampling, i.e. the
times at whi h x(t) is stored, are hosen ompletely randomly instead of being
integer multiples of a xed sampling time ts .
For the ir le of Eq. (6) we therefore draw n = 10; 000 random numbers
from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1, and insert them for i=n into Eq.
(6). The dimension estimation of this set of ve tors yields the dashed line in
Fig. 1. It an learly be seen that the s aling region is mu h longer now and
that the pronoun ed os illation and the divergen e of the estimate are absent.
This result illustrates the bene t of random sampling as ompared to traditional periodi sampling. It also agrees well with the well-known fa t that
the resolution of the orrelation sum with respe t to small length s ales will
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be worst for the ase of sampling by a periodi array of ve tors [Grassberger
et al., 1991℄.
It is obvious that ve tors resulting from periodi ally sampling a ir le will
form a highly orrelated set; in fa t, the Grassberger-Pro a ia algorithm for
orrelation dimension estimation was not designed for su h orrelated sets,
rather it assumes a set of ve tors sampled independently from the invariant
density. By random sampling we have removed the orrelation and thereby
made limit y les a essible for orrelation dimension estimation.

4

N -tori

Limit y les are somewhat extreme examples of dynami al behaviour sin e
their invariant measure is ompletely on entrated on one losed traje tory.
More interesting attra tors an be onstru ted from the sum of several periodi
pro esses with mutually in ommensurate frequen ies !i :

x(t) =

N
X
i=1

i sin(!i t + i )

:

(7)

Time series generated by su h systems (known as quasi-periodi time series)
will, after time-delay embedding (see Eq. (2)), sample N -tori, i.e. geometri al
obje ts the lo al dimensionality of whi h is pre isely N , provided the dimension
of the embedding spa e was hosen suÆ iently large. In the ase of N -tori an
embedding dimension of at least m = 2N is ne essary in order to obtain a
re onstru ted attra tor without self-interse tions.
Jedynak et al. [1994℄ have reported the failure of orrelation dimension
estimation applied to 32000 points sampled from a 5-torus. Although there is
no spe i need to estimate orrelation dimensions from quasi-periodi time
series, sin e their stru ture an be analysed more onveniently by their power
spe trum, this failure nevertheless remains disturbing and deserves further
attention.
However, sin e a dimension of d = 5 represents indeed a fairly high value,
requiring a large data set size in order to resolve suÆ iently small s ales [Galka
et al, 1998℄, here we prefer to onsider the ase of ap3-torus, given
p by inserting
p
N = 3, 1 = 12000, 2 = 10000, 3 = 8000, !1 = 2, !2 = 3 and !3 = 5
into Eq. (7); the hoi e of phases i is irrelevant. The values of the amplitudes
i were hosen su h that the resulting time series would t well into a 16bit
data format.
We reate a time series of n = 105 points length using a xed sample
time of ts = 0:15 (whi h is a reasonable hoi e for a suÆ ient but not too
dense sampling of the traje tory) and embed it by time-delay embedding in
a 10-dimensional embedding spa e, using a time delay of  = 6ts ; this value
provides a good unfolding of the torus, as an be he ked by the ILD- riterion
of Buzug and P ster [1992℄. We then apply orrelation dimension estimation
to the resulting set of ve tors; the result is shown in the left panel of Fig. 2
(solid line).
In the gure we see a similar behaviour as in Fig. 1: at large radius there
is an overfolding peak, then the estimate onverges towards the orre t value
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d = 3, starts to os illate with rapidly growing amplitude and nally diverges.
Again we try to remove the dynami al orrelations resulting from periodi
sampling by swit hing to random sampling. Sin e the geometri al obje t under
investigation, the 3-torus, results from time-delay embedding using a onstant
time delay, the random sampling obviously has to be applied after embedding
the periodi ally sampled time series, therefore we might also speak of random
resampling. For this purpose 105 times are hosen randomly from the same
total time interval overed by the original time series, and the orresponding
resampled ve tors are obtained from the embedded traje tories by appropriate
interpolation. Applying orrelation dimension estimation to this set of ve tors
yields the dashed urve shown in the left panel of Fig. 2.
Now we do not see a divergen e of the estimate, but one period of a slower
os illation and then a onvergen e to d = 1. In order to understand this
in orre t result we have to remember that there are two levels of sampling
present in the embedded obje t; by random resampling we have removed the
hara teristi dynami al orrelations resulting from the se ond level, as quanti ed by the di eren e between the two urves in the left panel of Fig. 2. But
unlike with the limit y le of the Se . 3 this does not suÆ e for the ase of a
3-torus, sin e this 3-dimensional obje t is still sampled by traje tories. Sin e
these traje tories lo ally are indeed one-dimensional, the result d = 1 is a tually orre t. The total amount of dynami orrelations has been redu ed
by random resampling, but still the sampled ve tors are on ned to ertain
traje tories and therefore orrelated. These traje tories ll the 3-dimensional
obje t in a regular pattern, su h that the presen e of lo al periodi ity perpendi ular to the traje tories has to be expe ted; we presume that this periodi ity
is re e ted in the slow os illation of the dashed urve in the left panel of Fig.
2.
The spurious underestimation of orrelation dimension due to sampling an
invariant density by traje tories has been des ribed already in 1986 by Theiler
[1986℄; by swit hing from periodi sampling to random sampling this e e t is
even enhan ed sin e the resolution of the orrelation sum with respe t to small
length s ales will be in reased. For periodi sampling there was a minimum
time of ts between temporally onse utive ve tors on the traje tory, but for
random sampling many pairs of temporally onse utive ve tors will be mu h
loser in time. This situation learly invites a pronoun ed traje tory bias.
Theiler [1986℄ has proposed a simple orre tion method against traje tory
bias: Simply omit all those distan es kxi xj k from the sum in Eq. (3) for
whi h xi and xj are too lose together in time, i. e. for whi h i j < W with
a xed integer parameter W . The absen e of the orre tion orresponds to
W = 1.
However, this orre tion fails for the ase of the 3-torus; regardless of how
large we hoose the parameter W , the onvergen e to d = 1 persists. The
simple reason for this result is that in a quasi-periodi time series dynami
orrelations will be present without any de ay over arbitrarily long distan es
in time, su h that no hoi e of W would be large enough to remove them. Only
for haoti time series we an expe t to nd a de ay of dynami orrelations
with time, su h that a nite W would suÆ e.
If we intend to ompletely remove the dynami orrelations responsible
for traje tory bias we have to introdu e a random element already in the
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reation of the 3-torus. This an be done by inserting randomly hosen phases

i , i = 1; 2; 3, into Eq. (7) and reating a time series just long enough to
re onstru t one single ve tor, i.e. of length nv =  (m 1) + 1. In this way

for ea h ve tor a di erent set of random phases is hosen and a new short
time series is reated. If we reate 105 ve tors by this method, using the same
embedding parameters as before, and estimate the orrelation dimension of the
resulting set, we obtain the result shown by the solid line in the right panel of
Fig. 2. As an be seen in the gure, this set of ve tors yields the orre t result
d = 3.

5 Con den e Pro les for Dimension Estimates
It is desirable to provide estimates for the statisti al error of dimension estimates and thereby assess the signi an e of s aling regions or other patterns,
su h as os illations of the estimates. A simple method to quantify statistial errors is given by repeating the estimation for several realisations sampled
from the system, su h that a distribution of results an be obtained. In spe tral estimation a similar idea is employed as blo k-averaging; the well-known
statisti al te hnique of bootstrapping is also losely related.
The bootstrap approa h has been applied to orrelation dimension estimation only rarely, notable ex eptions are [Judd, 1994℄ and [Mikos h & Wang,
1995℄. In [Galka et al., 1998℄ a simple bootstrap approa h was employed for
an analysis of data set size requirements in high-dimensional systems.
In systems involving a random element it is easy to generate a set of different realisations by randomly hoosing di erent values for this element. For
haoti systems this random element is given by the initial onditions, for
sto hasti systems it ould be given by the innovations, and for N -tori we an
employ the sets of phases i as su h random element. Changing the phases
would not make sense in the ontext of time series, but if we are only interested
in invariant densities in state spa es, these sets of phases an be regarded as
equivalent to initial onditions or innovations.
Sin e the orrelation sum a ording to Eq. (3) is known to be an unbiased
estimator of the orrelation integral (i.e. the limit for in nitely long time series) [Denker & Keller, 1986℄, [Cutler, 1994℄, we estimate the orrelation sum
from ea h realisation, average over the results, and then form the logarithmi derivative a ording to Eq. (5). In this way the solid urve of Fig. 2 was
obtained, using Nr = 100 realisations of the 3-torus.
However, the standard deviations  (r) annot be obtained in the same way,
sin e the pointwise averages (i.e. for xed radius) of the C (r) do not ontain
any information about lo al slopes. So now we have rst to apply Eq. (5) to the
orrelation sum of ea h individual realisation, and then to form the pointwise
standard deviations of the distribution of the resulting d (r); it is also possible
to form averages in this step, but they will show a bias, espe ially at small
radius, where due to poor statisti s the distribution be omes broad.
The standard deviations  (r) resulting from this approa h des ribe the
error of the result of analysing an individual realisation; as it is well known
the error of the mean of the orresponding distribution,
i.e. the average urve
p
d (r), is mu h smaller and given by  (r)= Nr . By multiplying with 2 we
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obtain 95% on den e pro les, whi h we an use for assessing the signi an e
of patterns in d (r). If we apply this approa h to the dimension analysis of
the 3-torus with random phases, we obtain the thin dash-dotted lines shown
in the right panel of Fig. 2; they on rm well the signi an e of the observed
s aling region.
Closer analysis reveals that  (r) depends on r by a power law  / r with
exponent  d =2, as should be expe ted from [Galka et al., 1998℄.
Finally it should be admitted that in the ase of orrelation dimension
estimation our approa h to estimating statisti al errors is somewhat ineÆient. Sin e not ve tors in state spa e themselves, but the distribution of the
distan es between pairs of ve tors is analysed by the Grassberger-Pro a ia algorithm, by generating 100 realisations and evaluating only distan es between
pairs of ve tors within ea h realisation, but not a ross realisations, we leave
mu h information unused. This does not onstitute a problem as long as a
suÆ ient amount of data is available, but may be ome relevant for analyses of
experimental or observational data.

6 Lorenz System
We will now investigate in whi h way the two levels of sampling dis ussed above
and the orresponding dynami al orrelations are also present in attra tors
re onstru ted from haoti time series.
To this end we onsider the well-known Lorenz equations

x_ (t) =  (y (t) x(t))
y_ (t) = rx(t) y (t) x(t)z (t)
z_ (t) = x(t)y (t) bz (t)

(8)

(where the parameters are hosen as  = 10:0, r = 28:0 and b = 8=3); they
represent a deterministi nonlinear system whi h produ es nonperiodi traje tories evolving a ording to an invariant density whi h is believed to have a
noninteger orrelation dimension of d  2:06 [Grassberger & Pro a ia, 1983℄.
A standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator with integration step size
ti = 10 3 is used; initial transients are dis arded. Again we reate Nr = 100
time series, ea h of n = 105 points length, using a xed sample time of ts = 25ti
(whi h again is a reasonable hoi e for good sampling of the traje tory); we
keep only the x- oordinate, while dis arding y and z , and embed it by timedelay embedding in a 20-dimensional embedding spa e, using a time delay of
 = 5ts. The rather high value of the embedding dimension was hosen in
order to make the e e ts whi h we intend to demonstrate more prominent. In
the same way as in the ase of the 3-torus we then apply orrelation dimension
estimation to the resulting sets of ve tors; the average of the resulting d (r)
is shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 3 (solid line); the orresponding 95%
on den e pro les are shown by thin dash-dotted lines.
In the gure we see a large overfolding peak at large radius and a somewhat
irregular os illation towards smaller radius; at radius values smaller than those
shown in the gure the distribution of the results of individual realisations
be omes very broad, su h that the true behaviour of d (r) annot be inferred.
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The os illation takes pla e mainly in the interval 2:05 < d < 2:08 whi h
ould be regarded as still a suÆ iently small error interval of an estimate of
orrelation dimension; however, with shorter time series the os illation is found
to be onsiderably more pronoun ed.
If we repeat the same analysis with random resampling of traje tories, we
obtain the result shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 3 by a dashed line;
here the on den e pro les follow losely the average urve. Again the random resampling removes the os illation due to periodi sampling, but auses
also a spurious onvergen e to d = 1 due to enhan ed traje tory bias. It is
remarkable that this bias an already be removed ompletely by applying a
Theiler orre tion with W = 2 instead of W = 1.
It is frequently laimed that by hoosing W suÆ iently high all problems
with dynami al orrelations ould be removed; Grassberger [1990℄ re ommends
to "be very generous with the Theiler orre tion parameter ". But if we in rease
W to mu h larger values (W = 100 and W = 1000), we obtain the results
shown in the right panels of Fig. 3 by solid lines. It an be seen that the
os illation is redu ed (espe ially at larger radius), but not removed. The reason
is probably given by the fa t that orrelation dimension estimation by GPA
is based on evaluating distan es between ea h ve tor ( hosen as a referen e
ve tor) and the ve tors within a small neighbourhood around that referen e
ve tor. The Theiler orre tion su eeds in removing the dynami al orrelations
on that part of the traje tory where the referen e ve tor itself is lo ated, but
not those on other parts or other traje tories whi h are distant in time, but
lose in spa e. They will still be periodi ally sampled and hen e give rise to
some os illations of the average d (r).
If we apply both random resampling and the Theiler orre tion with large
W to the same analysis, we obtain the results shown in the right panels of Fig.
3 by dashed lines. The os illations are further redu ed and the error intervals
are mu h smaller as ompared to the ase without random resampling. Any
remaining os illations will probably be due to weak periodi ity e e ts perpendi ular to the traje tories. At still smaller radius these estimates sometimes
tend to deviate towards large dimensions, but in the radius interval shown in
the gure they evidently su eed in redu ing the dynami al orrelations mu h
more than it is possible by pure Theiler orre tion.
Finally we show the ase of the dimension analysis of a set of ve tors
with absolutely no dynami al orrelations. We reate sets of n = 105 ve tors
in a similar way as done in Se . 4 for the 3-torus, i.e. hoosing new random
initial onditions for ea h ve tor, integrating the Lorenz system until transients
have died out, and then sampling (starting at a randomly hosen time) only
nv =  (m 1) + 1 values (where  = 5 and m = 20). The result of applying
orrelation dimension estimation to Nr = 100 sets of ve tors generated by this
approa h is shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 3. As an be seen in the gure,
the result is an almost perfe t s aling region and a very narrow distribution of
individual realisations. This urve provides the yardsti k for omparison with
the other urves shown in Fig. 3.
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7 Dis ussion and Con lusion
In this paper we have proposed the idea that dynami al orrelations in invariant densities re onstru ted from a nite number of measurements of the
state of a deterministi dynami al system an be de omposed into two ontributions, as represented by the two levels of sampling whi h are given by
sampling the invariant density by isolated traje tories and furthermore sampling these traje tories periodi ally by isolated ve tors; and we have presented
results of several numeri al experiments supporting this view.
We have shown that ea h of these two ontributions may lead to hara teristi artifa ts in the results of orrelation dimension estimation by the
Grassberger-Pro a ia algorithm; therefore dimension analysis provides a tool
to investigate these dynami al orrelations and to test for their presen e. Su h
investigations do also provide new insight into the origin of artifa ts and spurious results of dimension analysis and into new ways to avoid or at least
redu e their e e ts. In parti ular we have dis ussed the problemati ase of
quasiperiodi time series, i.e. N -tori, and demonstrated that in order to reate
an embedding without dynami al orrelations we need as many independent
time series as ve tors to be employed for sampling the torus. Otherwise a
orre t dimension analysis is impossible. By this result we provide an answer
to the observations of Jedynak et al. [1994℄ on the diÆ ulty of estimating
orrelation dimensions from N -tori. We have shown that this diÆ ulty is not
a result of la k of suÆ iently large data sets (as assumed by Jedynak et al.
[1994℄), but of dynami al orrelations, hen e it will persist for arbitrarily large
data sets.
The situation is more favourable in the ase of haoti attra tors, sin e
due to positive Lyapunov exponents the dynami al orrelations will gradually
de ay with time; still within lo al neighbourhoods of state spa e they pose
severe problems.
Periodi al sampling of traje tories will typi ally lead to an os illation of
the s ale-dependent orrelation dimension estimate, whi h will be parti ularly
pronoun ed for rather low-dimensional point sets in high-dimensional embedding spa es; but it should be stressed that these os illations are not an artifa t
of time-delay embedding, sin e we have also su eeded in dete ting them in
ompletely known Lorenz attra tors (i.e. in sets of ve tors (x; y; z ) instead of
time-delay re onstru ted ve tors from Eq. (2)) [Galka, 2000℄.
We have proposed random sampling (or random resampling, in the ase of
time-delay re onstru ted attra tors) as a simple and eÆ ient way to remove
this os illation; this approa h provides an improved sampling s heme of invariant densities in state spa es, and may therefore prove to be useful also for
other purposes. It an also be regarded as a straightforward way to remove the
sampling frequen y from the state spa e representation of the data; it may be
desirable to remove this frequen y, sin e it does not orrespond to any inherent
properties of the underlying dynami al system.
By random (re)sampling the se ond level of sampling is ompletely removed, and only the e e ts of the rst level dominate the stru ture of dynami al orrelations; also the opposite ase is possible, e.g. in attra tors generated
by dis rete maps, su h as the Henon attra tor, we would expe t to nd similar
spurious orrelations from sampling the invariant density by isolated points
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with nite pre ision. These points would then be positioned on a grid orresponding to the nite pre ision and thereby introdu e spurious orrelations,
although no traje tories would be involved.
Random (re)sampling has the disadvantage of intensifying the artifa ts of
the se ond level of sampling, i.e. enhan ing traje tory bias. A simple remedy
against this e e t has been introdu ed by Theiler already in 1986 [Theiler,
1986℄, and his orre tion should be applied together with random (re)sampling.
This ombined approa h will provide satisfa tory results for haoti attra tors,
whereas it fails in the ase of N -tori.
We have shown in this paper that the ommon view that the Theiler orre tion alone was able to remove all artifa ts of dynami al orrelations from
the results of orrelation dimension estimation, provided the parameter W
is hosen suÆ iently large, is in orre t. We would like to mention that the
only way to remove reliably all dynami al orrelations by the Theiler orre tion is given by hoosing W as half the number of ve tors, i.e. omitting all
distan es, whi h would obviously make no sense. Choosing a very large W
will approa h this limit, and we have indeed observed that the quality of the
s aling regions deteriorates if W is in reased beyond a ertain threshold. The
best way to avoid any dynami al orrelations is ertainly given by reating
independent ve tors, as demonstrated for the 3-torus and the Lorenz attra tor; but learly this approa h will be impossible in the usual situation that
the data is available only as a time series of limited length. In su h situations
it is also mu h more diÆ ult to provide on den e pro les for dimension estimates, sin e frequently not suÆ ient data is available for applying bootstrap
te hniques. When analysing single realisations the artifa ts investigated in this
paper will typi ally be buried by statisti al errors of larger amplitude.
Therefore we presume that new investigations into dynami al orrelations
on re onstru ted attra tors, as provided by this paper, and new approa hes to
redu ing orrelations, su h as random (re)sampling, may prove to be useful for
orrelation dimension estimation and related analyses of numeri al data from
experiments and observations. We intend to present appli ations to experimental data from Taylor-Couette ow in a forth oming paper.
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Figure aptions

Fig. 1: Correlation dimension estimate vs. radius for a ir le sampled by 104
ve tors by periodi sampling (solid line) and by random sampling (dashed
line). The dotted line denotes the orre t dimension d = 1.
Fig. 2: Correlation dimension estimate vs. radius for a 3-torus (left panel)
sampled by 105 ve tors by periodi sampling (solid line) and by random sampling (dashed line); and for 100 realisations of the same 3-torus, ea h omposed
of 105 ompletely independent ve tors (right panel). The right panel shows average estimates (solid line) and statisti al errors of the average (approximate
95% on den e pro les; thin dash-dotted lines). Radius units orrespond to a
16bit data format; the dotted lines denote the orre t dimension d = 3.
Fig. 3: Correlation dimension estimate vs. radius for 100 realisations of
the Lorenz attra tor, re onstru ted by time-delay embedding from the xomponent, using time series of 105 points length. Average estimates for
periodi sampling (solid lines) and for random resampling (dashed lines) are
shown; statisti al errors of the average (approximate 95% on den e pro les)
are denoted by thin dash-dotted lines. Theiler orre tion parameter: W = 1
(upper left panel), W = 100 (upper right panel) and W = 1000 (lower right
panel). Lower left panel shows the result for 100 realisations of 105 ompletely
independent ve tors. Radius units orrespond to a 16bit data format; the dotted lines denote the (supposedly) orre t dimension d = 2:06. Note that the
verti al axis does not start at a dimension estimate of zero, but of 1.95.
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